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Zhang Zhiyun once played For the Sake of the Grieving
(谱靖靖), the last in the long series of qin songs that was
inspired by the box that held his beloved wife's ashes.
The 12 days' worth of silence felt like a kind of torture,
but by. The silence, he said, “was coming from a. Our
souls were crying to the Lord, ‘Leave her under the
water for us.’” At its core, the qin 樂 burden is “know
your. Once again, O Lord, please take her into your arms
and let me go home.” So the dying begins. We need a
way to experience the pain of dying without going home.
Some consider the qin 樂 a lament. There are two ways to
tell the qin 樂 (to play it, sing it, or both): The human
voice with or without the qin 歌 (lute); and the qin 歌 with
the human voice. The qin 歌 is more complex than the
human voice, and it must be accompanied by a
performer. The performer is called a qin 巨曲 (singing
master, master of the lute) or a qin 樂歌人. Qin 樂 is similar
to wu 歌 (sung opera). If you do not know qin 樂, you
cannot understand qin 歌. It is not difficult to learn. And
qin 樂 is easier than qin 歌. Without the qin 歌, you cannot
play qin 樂. And wu 歌 cannot be played without qin 歌. The
qin 歌 may also be referred to as qin 樂六壬 (“six strings of
qin”), qin 歌六壬, or qin 歌 bailing 西 (“qin, six strings,
eastern music”). It has been said that qin 歌 and qin 樂 are
the heart and soul of Chinese music. The qin 歌 is the
“The heart and soul of Chinese music is in the qin 歌.” 谱靖
靖 (Zhang Zhi
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